The PSP version features a bonus mode that lets
you play through "historical" moments like Luke
and Vader's first duel. {You play as Vader.}
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ar from being just a watered-down port
of the PS3 game, the PSP edition of
Star Wars: The Force Unleashed is an
almost completely different experience. You'll
still lightsaber your way through 3D levels as
Vader's secret apprentice, and you'll still tear

apad the environment and hurl items with your
awesomely unrestrained Force powers. But
while the story and settings are the same as
on the PS3, the levels and the way the
apprentice develops are completely different.
For example, as the Apprentice gains
experience, he can apply Force Points directly
to boosting his abilities (rather than "purchasing" orbs to get to the next Ievel). He also gets
Force Lightning right off the bat, which proves
invaluable throughout the game's seemingly
endless hack-and-slash battles. His enemies,
for their part, are nowhere near as smart as
their shiny PS3 cousins, although that doesn't
make them any less fun to slash, impale, or
smash with things you just ripped off the wall.

Your powers aren't toned down for the small

screen. Gheck out that Force lightning!

Don't look for this duel on the PS3-it'$ part ot live
missions that are exclusive to the PSP and PSz.

lndeed, the environments are flush with
items you can rip from the walls (and floors
and ceilings, too)-which is extremely impressive for a PSP game. The game also looks
great, and the Lightsaber-heavy combat and
Dark Side storyline are compelling throughout,
even though the load times are long, the hit
detection rnconsistent, and the copjous quicktime events feel shoehorned in.
The PSP edition aiso features a few nonPS3 levels (in the form of short repeat visits to
the Jedi Temple), as well as a PsP-exclusive
"Force Unleashed" mode. Built for quick play
sessions, this mode enables you to pick from
a handful of unlockable Jedi and Sith (ranging
from Luke Skywalker to the Emperor) and then
run through short, combat-focused scenarios
with your Force powers cranked up to 11. lt's
a nice addition, giving extra longevity to what's
already an enloyable-if low-fi-take on the
apprentice's story.
Mikel Reparaz
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